
There’s that dry frictional sound that reverberates from the throat to the ears when you’re winter 
thirsty, Melbourne does weird things to the palate; something like the apparent gross magnitude of 
wet drowning out the idea of thirst. Granted the people here aren’t osmotic you’d have to assume 
the overwhelming coffee complex resulted from some process of natural selection. Bean water was 
what Felt Hayle wanted to ask his Oma for, and he was going to, of course he just needed time to 
reconcile some internal reservations. 
 
-We just got back from her husband’s funeral- 
 
like the fact we just got back from his Opa’s funeral 
 
-I haven’t spoken to Oma in fifteen years- 
 
And of course the fact that Felt’s family moved over yonder to the relative isolation of Western 
Australia fifteen years ago, you couldn’t blame them though, not really. 
 
-And I’m irreparably high- 
 
there was that too? Felt had a habit of saving and abusing prescriptions, something approximating 
the line between crisis management and entertainment. Unable to remember how terrestrial life 
forms began conversation Felt was saved by his Oma’s desire for sound spilling into the clearly 
Victorian room. 
 
“Felt, do you remember Gregory? The last time we saw you was for Christmas here just before your 
mother moved off to greener pastures, oh, it must be nearly two decades ago now! He was so 
enthusiastic about the way you used to investigate absolutely everything that you could see, he was 
so sure that you would grow up to be a ‘visionary’”. 
 
“May I please have a coffee?” 
 
Realizing his interjection had the physical texture of an unclean chalkboard he offered some context. 
 
“Sorry, I’m just really thirsty, I forget to drink anything during winter, but I uh, I do remember, I was 
scanning all of your grocery barcodes with my Tamagotchi” 
 
“Oh you silly silly boy, Gregory keeps the coffee in his study, it should be on the desk, go and grab it 
for me and I’ll put on the kettle” 
 
“Where?” 
 
“Oh just go down to the end of the hall, it’s the last door on your right, under the staircase” 
 
Felt found himself afoot a clearly German house and would have found it far too aesthetically jarring 
against the clearly Victorian room if not for the fact that tan and lacquer wood kind of just goes with 
anything – even clearly too many porcelain dolls. 
 
“Under the staircase” proved entirely literal; Felt found himself impressed by the efficiency with 
which Gregory’s study was conceived – tucked away with exactly enough space to accommodate the 
fanatic. The only thing non-wooden appeared to be a plastic ceiling fan at rest above a full desk of 
loose sheets.  
 



-I suppose that explains the paper mess- 
 
There were more symmetries between Felt and Gregory than what was immediately obvious; as 
represented by the large flat wooden block possessing the exact center of the room, serving as 
seating before the desk.  
 
-tables make better seats than seats do- 
 
Retiring his legs Felt concerned himself sporadically with the collective consciousness of the 
surrounding walls, concepts of Geometry and Anatomy dancing immediately forth from mostly 
unfinished words concerning Philosophy, Calculus and, Art? 
 
-What is a retired pilot to do with his spare time?- 
 
There are far too many obsessions left behind in this room – unfinished – for a man whom departed 
the world of his own accord; Felt wondered, circling on the spot. 
 
Allowing a split third of his mind to tackle such an idea the remaining avatar of Felt Hayle took 
possession of two, coffee teabags? And returned to the kitchen. 
 
“Was Opa acting weird at all before he died?” 
 
Without altering the flow of water from the kettles mouth, Adaline mused. 
 
“No-one really knows why people do these sorts of things Felt, honey I don’t think your Opa was sad 
if that’s what you are worried about, people do silly things sometimes and we’ll just have to wait and 
ask them about it later” 
 
“What did he used to do, exactly?” 
 
“Oh many things Felt, dear, after he retired from service and we settled down here he spent most of 
his time drawing, actually!” 
 
Following the train of thought through to the staircase Adaline reemerged from Gregory’s study with 
a thick A3 leather bound journal. 
 
“Seeing as though the both of you are so positively obsessed with writing everything down” 
 
Offering up a fresh house for thoughts she remarked. 
 
“Your mother told me how much you two resemble one another, Gregory always kept exactly three 
spares at all times, so here, take it!” 
 
Felt had learned over the years not to refuse gifts from anyone over the age of fifty, it never seems 
to end well. 
 
“Thank you Oma, I just filled mine, actually” 
 
Presented with the freshly poured coffee Felt was then ushered back into the clearly Victorian room 
and commanded to relax. Unravelling the bind of his new possession the rough cotton pressed pages 
gave an odd impression, like they once said something, like there was once following sense to be 



made from the only thing left, a titled 43rd page. 
 
-The Objectioned?- 
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Felt had many blurry thoughts during his evening trek back to his apartment; something 
approximating the expectation of a much harsher, sadder atmosphere – The disturbance of trying to 
reconcile with the current emotional equilibrium. In the end he figured Oma was in a state of shock, 
and he himself was just too far removed from Gregory to feel any genuine tremor from the new 
world, one without Opa. 
 
-Either that or we are all seriously callus people- 
 
Felt entertained this thought and slowed down his pace to that of a question mark amble. The 
flagstaff garden concentrates into the scent of dense marsh, thickening the air as it cools down on 
the roof of Felt’s chest. The link between a logically congruent plot and whatever the hell this turns 
out to be was just too -suspicious?-. The thought was something whet like the surrounding grass 
sated with winters gift, you’d assume surely – that if such green grass bled, you’d accuse a pathogen, 
and rightfully so. 
 
Felt stared at his apartment roof for six hours before simulating a regular human’s morning routine; 
albeit substituting a healthy breakfast for five extra cups of Blend43. He wanted to revisit Gregory’s 
study but seeing Oma two days in a row, immediately post funeral, with the sole intention of prying 
into the private life of her dead husband was perhaps too irreverent.  
 
-So Instead we’ll be walking vaguely north north-west- 
 
So instead like someone who clearly understands propriety Felt decided to investigate an oddity 
from Gregory’s desk. A map book page surgically removed from its spine – detailing the suburb of 
Carlton north; this was probably only interesting to Felt because he is an alumni of the University of 
Melbourne, seen at the southern end of the map, which was due west of his apartment. 
 
-I enjoy gloating and I am not ashamed of it- 
 
There was a large, park? So perfectly centered on the map that it might as well have had the words 
“I am important” written below in bold comic sans font. No, actually, then he’d probably have had 
his reasons for ending it all. 
 
-Yeah okay buddy, easy on the morbid type-face jokes, Jesus- 
 
Once past the university Felt began making sense of where he was going, some nervous sickness 
developed deep in the intersection of his ribcage and grew in intensity when an approximate 
northern direction became much less approximated. 
 
-The cemetery- 
 
Having very little else to do with his existence and feeling like approaching a cemetery only to 
immediately retreat was a little too awkward an undertaking to be witnessed by onlookers.  



 
-Yeah alright, fuck it- 
 
He continued into the cemetery. Once he passed the conceptual perimeter at the gate Felt realized 
he would need to actually appear to be doing something, mindlessly walking through cemeteries is, 
just. 
 
-Not normal- 
 
Right, and immediately following this we both found concern with just how much our life is dictated 
to by appeasing the expectations of completely hypothetical onlookers. 
 
-Let’s just go and visit Opa for crying out aloud- 
 
There’s an interesting quality to the Australian flora; something ancient possessing it. Moving 
through the obviously grounds-kept cemetery Felt observed a tangibly platonic vibe between the 
faded trees on the perimeter and the vibrant plant-life within. There are so many things going on in 
this one scene it feels absolute in its likeness to -art for the sake of art- but instead, for those no 
longer aware, a gift, -harmony for the sake of harmony-.  
 
Once Gregory’s resting place came into view Felt began assuming a motion resembling that of a 
human sigh. His Opa’s site was far too modest for one totaling the grand old age of a day; the service 
itself boasted an overwhelming crowd of three people and a priest. Gregory’s epitaph is bare of 
words and contains only a symbol etched uncomfortably off center and to the bottom right third. 
 
There’s that low frequency drum that bashes itself against your heart and echoes in the ears, a 
warning from the version of you that is entirely aware that something is off, something isn’t right. 
The voice telling you not to stay here, to leave.  
 
-No epitaph, at all?- 
 
Without altering his gaze Felt opens his leather satchel to find his journal with his left hand. 
Removing and opening it he begins sketching the plaque. 
 
Reflexively Felt moved his sight leftward out of some perception of presence, to which he saw 
someone about forty meters away in the process of turning to leave. Sheathing his journal he 
nonchalantly wandered toward the exit in such a way that if he should wish it he might be able to 
see where that person was going. He might have considered this inappropriate behavior if not for 
the fact that said person -just so happens- to be going the same direction as Felt and as such -just so 
happens- to be in Felt’s field of view. Felt might have been inclined to change direction if said person 
had entered one of the cars parked nearby, or stopped to wait at any of the tram stops along the 
path. He might have been inclined to stop pretending not to be following said person if, say, it 
wasn’t immediately obvious that they had entered Opa’s section of the cemetery saw Felt and 
reconsidered. 
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 The human presence around us transitioned toward solitude in a clumsy and impatient way; 
something approximating teenage lovers driving out of town to accommodate certain desires, or the 
rushed plot proceedings of a horror movie with a disproportionate amount of money not spent on 



good writing. 
 
-Am I a joke to you?- 
 
Some critical moment was reached when Felt saw his prey tilt its head slightly rightward, so now it 
was obvious he was following the unidentified entity – what was also obvious was that both parties 
now knew both parties knew Felt was following said entity. Breaking into a tactically paced run Felt’s 
prey left him behind and a little bemused about the following choice – are we really doing this? 
 
-What’s the worst that could happen?- 
 
*well, jail time actually* 
 
-And so Felt decided that so long as he meant this person no harm, continuing on with this paranoid 
delusion was ultimately innocent, I mean, what’s one more persons opinion of us amongst a bustling 
city?- 
 
And so Felt was immediately subject to mutiny after briefly commandeering the narration. He was 
also. Yeah, look we’re chasing a stranger.  
 
Felt quite often forgets that he is actually a rather fit man – since learning to walk he was fascinated 
with Martial Arts and as a result he is rather well disciplined and conditioned. 
 
-yeah, only one virtue away from being someone who doesn’t chase strangers- 
 
Felt briefly dabbled in other activities but there was some point in his maturation that exposed 
sport/recreation as the meaningless thing that it is. He probably only thinks he thinks this and is 
instead envious of anyone with friends whom they are able to contact and play with. Living alone 
he’s developed a wholesome mind-numbing daily practice of daydreaming through exercise.  
 
Realizing the internal monologue went longer than needed Felt noticed he was already parallel to 
the woman? He was chasing. It seemed morbidly comical from Felt’s third perspective, by this point 
he was either a sadistic criminal playing with his new toy or just obviously meaning no harm. 
Deciding to provide evidence for the latter he questioned. 
 
“How do you know Gregory? Do you know me? Why did you walk off? Actually look I get tha..” 
 
Regaining his position next to the woman? Now erratically changing directions he continued. 
 
“If you have nothing to do with Gregory just t..” 
 
“..Tell me what you were doing there and I will apologize for being an absolute fucking lunatic and 
leave you alone” 
 
Appearing to be speaking gibberish to someone who at this point could only possibly be deaf he 
channeled some inner narrative. 
 
“Look my names Felt, see and my Opa..” 
 
“..Or like, uh my grandpa just recently like, killed himself, and..” 
 



“..And I’m finding it a little weird because I see nothing on his epitaph but some strange symbol an..” 
 
-We might be absolutely losing it but I swear she? Just reacted to my mentioning of the symbol- 
 
“Have you ever seen a symbol that kind of looks..” 
 
“..Like droplets of water forming the perimeter of a circle? Have you ever heard of something called 
the Objecti..” 
 
Felts throat was slit directly above his left collarbone by a knife immediately redirected at his waist. 
Deflecting the arm extended from the woman? that was a moment ago by his left side he shuffled 
back and afforded himself about a meters space before exploding into unanswerable questions. 
Some measure of fear presented itself in Felt’s mind but was immediately overshadowed by the 
suddenly ruthless maniac before him. The assailant lunging forward without a trace of thought, Felt 
matched thrice with backward strides before turning to escape and sustaining a deep laceration to 
his right hip before gaining momentum. Breaking distance between the two had Felt relieved and 
the assailant desperate. Catching a knife with his left calf he found the cement kiss his right eyelid. 
Scrambling upward he pulled the knife from his calf and glitched in pain. Sparks and high-pitched 
sounds looped in the foreground like fireworks birthing a thousand mosquitoes. He was 
uncomfortably wet. The blood flowing off of his chin was disturbingly consistent, flooding the blurry 
ground with a red deep enough to be black. Sense retuning to him slowly he raised his head to eye 
level and met the assailants fist splitting his nose clean in two. Stumbling back his arms rushed 
forward to correct the loss of balance – plunging the still gripped knife into the side of the assailant’s 
neck, angled upward through to her palate. Immediately removing his hands from the knife he 
acknowledged the accidental bleaching of his own soul. Before pleading internally about what he did 
or didn’t mean to do Felt panicked as the woman’s? Plastic eyes searched some otherworldly 
distance in desperation before reconciling with the inevitability of a quick death, to which she found, 
satisfaction? With a calculated final impulse the woman? Re-angled the knife perpendicular with the 
ground. Her smile starting manic and distorting sickeningly, widening as she pushed her jugular from 
her throat. Just as the red sinewy innards of her thyroid cartilage threatened to liberate the smile 
went limp, her brain switched off and her structure gave way, making a disgusting mess on the 
pavement. 
 
The immediate soul sickness was an irreparable torment Felt knew that he now harbored – he was 
at least for the moment able to avoid thinking at even a basic level, because he was in fact dying. 
Dragging himself thirty meters in as many minutes the muscles in his only functioning leg simply ran 
out of blood; caving at wrong angles it cracked and slipped at the knee joint, twisting such that Felts 
soon to be sealed eyes were staring directly at the sole of his right foot. 


